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"Learning: Algebra" on the.package
reference import ( "bytes" "io/ioutil"

"github.com/docker/distribution/digest" )
// reference represents both a repository
name as well as a tag, and most // point
to the same underlying object, a blessed
object reference. // Treat the name as a
unique ID for the object. type reference
struct { name string tag string digest

digest.Digest limit int64 stale bool
archived bool } // NewReference creates

a reference from an object reference.
func NewReference(obj runtime.Object,
canonical, tag string) (reference, error)

{ if obj!= nil { id, err :=
GetObjectDigest(obj) if err!= nil { return

reference{}, err } return reference{
name: id.Hex(), tag: tag, digest: id, limit:

-1, stale: false, archived: false, }, nil }
name, err 0cc13bf012
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fails with TypeError: Cannot read property 'length' of
undefined When I build my Ionic 2 app for android

everything seems to work well but in the build log it
gets an error saying TypeError: Cannot read

property 'length' of undefined and I can't
understand why or how to fix it, any help is greatly

appreciated here are the error details D:\Android Pro
jects\ComInches\platforms\android\build\intermediat
es\pre-dexed\debug\classes-42907981d027c63b5a0

82e01f6f8e34a5a6989cf.jar Error Code:
Bad_Class_Name A: It looks like the problem was

caused when I tried to add a phone number field to
an existing database, the field's name was similar to

the user's phone number field on the database, I
assume this caused it to fail, now the app has been

fixed, I used a different field to store the phone
number This past weekend, I had the privilege of
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attending that rarest of events, a funeral where
speakers were each given the chance to eulogize
the deceased and reflect on their life. I was not

alone. Other attendees included speakers from the
family, the deceased’s medical team, a few friends,
and, of course, the grieving family. For someone in
my line of work, this rarely happens, and it was a
powerful experience. I attended the funeral of a

friend whose life had been cut short by her untime
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